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Four U.S. Outposts Shelled
By North Vietnamese Today

Revolt for the sake of revolt is
actually worse than conformity
for the sake of conformity, but
both are stupid. Spokesmen are
convincing our young that if
they haven't destroyed a few
institutions end ruined a few
reputations by the time they are
twenty, there is something
wrong with them
—John A Howard, president,
Rockford (Illinois) College.
Born Too Soon
When I was a student,
I was quiet.
I didn't protest,
I didn't riot.
I wasn't unwashed,
I wasn't obscene,
I made no demands
On prexy or deem
I sat in no sit-in,
I heckled no speaker,
I broke not a window . . .
Few students were meeker.
I'm forced to admit,
With some hesitation,
All I got out of school
Was an education.
—Richard
Armour, author;
emeritus dean of the faculty
and
professor
of English,
&dims College, Claremont, California; in The Wall Street
JournaL
Reading a cartoon where a fellow said that "the time for Nixon to start taking these mom
toriu.ms seriously is when people are allowed to have them
in Hanoi, too".
There is usually one reason why
a man buys something. But with
a woman it might be one of
eight reasons: 1, Because her
husband says she can't have it.
2, Because it will make her look
thin. 3, Because it comes from
Paris. 4, Because the neighbors
can't afford it. 3, Because no1
0y has one 6, Because everyhas one. 7, Because it is
'
erent. 8, "BECAUSE". . .
For many years a mining company out west employed a Chinese cook and one evening after an unusually good dinner
the superintendent decided to
raise his wages. The next day
the Chinese noted the extra
money in his envelope.
"Why you pay me more?" he
asked.
"Because," replied the superintendent, "you've been such
a good cook all these years."
The Chinese thought it over,
then said, "You been cheating
me long time, eh?"
Attorney General John N. Mitchell was the commander of the
PT boat squadron in which the
then Lt. John F. Kennedy served
as skipper of PT 109, Mitchell
did not know JFK personally at
the time since Kennedy was one
of many line officers under his
Fommand.
Tom Anderson in his column
"Straight Talk" comes up with
some good advice for young
folks of today. He urges the
conservatives, the great silent
majority to speak up and not
let the stage be taken over by
the radical and vocal few.
"One evening recently I
spoke to a small crowd at Vanderbilt University. During the
question and answer period, one
sweet young thing with his hair
on his shoulders stood and declared: "We're not Communists
We're anarchists. We don't
want total government. We
want no government. We believe in atheism, free love and
hcmosexuality between consenting adults."
"How does a square like me
"have dialogue" with that? I
merely asked the shaven Budcc why they would sit there,
, and let such slobs destroy
ir university, their country
and their freedom No answer.
Even the "conservatives" told
me:
"Don't talk religion and morality to us. Talk logic!" Okay,
here's some logic: If you "moderates," you uncommitted students, think that it is wrong and
inexcusable to invite a selfproclaimed criminal and anarchist like Eldridge Cleaver, or a
head of the young communist
league like Mike Zagaren, to
speak on your campus, then why
don't you do something about
it' Oh, you are afraid, is that
ir Afraid you might get hurt
physically. scholastically Or 30C•
(Continued

on Page
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Murray High School was one
of fifteen schools selected throughout the state of Kentucky
for a pilot program in consumer education.
The class of 20 students is
Two persons were repo
nder the direction of Mrs. A.
injured in a two car accident
Crass. Fourteen boys and six
5:25 p.m. Friday at the
rls are participating in the
section of Meadow Lane
ourse which meets daily for
Henry Street, according to
e hour during the regular
investigating report filed
hool day. This is the only
the officers of the Murray
hool in western Kentucky
lice Department.
lected to be in the state-wide
Shirley Barnett Scott of
rogram.
Campbell, age 22, recei
"The class is designed to aid
head bruises, and Margie
he student in developing shop8,
Murra
nett, age 14, Route
ping skills and techniques and
had hip, leg, and head injuri
• give him a better understand.
according to the police repo
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
ng of the consumer's rights,
The Nursing director at
SAIGON (UPI) — Despite
sponsibilities, aids and proMurray-Calloway County Hoop ections in our society," Mrs.
saturation B52 bomber raids,
tel said this morning that th Crass said.
North Vietnamese troops shellpersons were treated at t h
ed a string of four US outposts
The group has already heard
emergency room but were no several speakers from various
along the Cambodian border
admitted.
this morning and eprange a
usinesses and occupations in
Cars involved were a 1
ground assault against one of
urray. These speakers have reDodge four door driven by Ito' resented the services that
them, Fire Base Jerry.
ert Julian Mabry of 1316 Kir
Military spokesmen said troohese pupils will use in adult
wood, and a 1969 Volkswage
pers of the 1st Air Cavalry Divlife. The students have carried
ision who man the camps 55
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Har- two door driven by Shirley
out individual projects. The
to 83 miles north of Saigon
grove of Farmington, Route 1, nett Scott of Fort Camp
class has made field trips to a
weathered the predawn drive
will celebrate their Golden Miss Barnett was a passeng bank, a grocers', and a funeral
without a fatality.
Wedding Anniversary, Sunday, hi one of the cars.
home to learn costs and to exPolice said the Mabry
Waves of B52 bombers only
November 16th at the Farmingamine services offered by these
hours earlier had finis/led four
ton Community Building, with was going south on Meadow pes of businesses. Many more
raids near the encampments in
a reception from 2 p.m. to 4 Lane and the Scott -car was gops are scheduled for the rean attempt to batter the North
pm. All friends and relatives ing oast on Henry Street when a.incer of the year.
Vietnamese buildup there, part
the collision occurred, accord- In connection with this pilot
ore invited to call.
of the communists' winter ofMr. and Mrs. Hargrove were ing to the police report.
a
Welded
CPIs!
Mrs.
1N1Tams
Damage to-the Mabry ear was
fensive.
_married November 19th, 19/.9
ting in Frankfort in Sep— A prograni--eoliiiiiiiiiiiittrie by Justice of the Peace William on the front end and right aid
The U.S. Command said its
ti formulate the overall
tember
Veteran's Day will be held in Wright in Metropolis, Ill. Their and to the Scott car on the fro
men at Fire Base Jerry, along
prothe
state
objectives
for
the Ty Holland Stadium of 'dun attendants were E. M. Watson end and left side.
with some South Vietnamese
gram. This program is under
THE YOUNG GUARD— At age 14 this lad is a member of the
ray High School on Tuesday, and Emma West.
Three other traffic collisi
troopks, threw back the attackthe Vocational
Montagnard Civilian Irregular Defense Group in South Vietdirection
of
the
November 11 at 10:45 am. The
ers in a one-hour battle. The
They are the parents of three occurred on Friday with no inHome
nam. He stands guard duty at Tieu-Atar, a refugee cant.
ROTC department at Murray children, Joseph M. Hargrove, juries being reported on the Education Division of
Vietnamese withdrew
North
Dortha
Economics
with
Mrs.
state University will present Mayfield. Mrs Jessie Scott police reports.
without leaving behind a body.
coordinator.
serving
as
Oatts
the program.
At 2:20 p.m. Earleene WarSeven Americans were woundMemphis, Tenn., John Richard
This will consist of the pre- Hargrove of Detroit, Mich., and ford of Murray, driving a 1968 The Frankfort radio station
ed.
proparticular
concerning
the
sentation of the colors as the Live grandchildren.
Mercury four door sedan owned
Heaviest of the shelling atgram at Murray High School
rational anthem is played, a
tacks against the other three
Mrs. Hargrove is the former by Earl Warford, was backing s.nce it was already underway.
performance by the Silver Stars, Juliet McCuiston, daughter of out from a parking space on
bases was a 100-round mortar
The Murray Branch of the
several musical renditions by the late Montle and Flora Mc- South 5th Street and collided The class will be written up
barrage into Fire Base Ike, 63
the
November
issue
of
the
ir
American Association of Unithe Singing Cadets, and a pre- Cuistoo of Kirksey, Ky. Mr. with the 1960 Pontiac two demo:
miles north of Saigon. No castucky Vocational Asiociat- versity Women will meet TuesWord has been received of ualties
cision drill exercise by a Persh- Hargrove a the son of the late sedan that was making a left
were reported.
Journal.
of
myee
tamers
death
Mrs.
the
November
11,
at
7O30
p.m
day,
ing Rifle scitiad.
The mortar and rocket salvos
Henry and Mary Hargrove of turn off 5th onto Main Street,
Pennsylvania,
Williamsport,
of
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Thomas
A.
The student body of Murray Farmington, Ky.
according to the police report.
were among 22 overnight barTurner, 106 North 12th Street. who died Friday morning in a rages reported by military
High School, including grades
The Pontiac was driven by
The subject for discussion nursing home.
7-12 and Austin Elementary
Karen Waldrop McCoart of
spokesmen, a sharp drop from
Mrs Leob was a former re- the 68 of the previous night,
will be "Confrontation Between
School will attend the program.
Murray Route Five and owned
Groups"
with
Mrs.
Alsident
of
Murray
residing
with
Ethnic
The public is invited. In case
by Robert McCoart.
heaviest in two months.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
of inclement weather, the proDamage to the Warford car has chosen for his sermon sub- fred 8f4Wolfson as the leader. her daughter, Mrs. Harry HampAccording to the Allied gengram will be
inside.
was on the rear bumper and to ject, "Substituting Symbol For She will be assisted by Mrs. sher and family who now live in erals commanding the defense
"Should I Speak in Tongues" the McCoart car on the left
James It. Weatherly and Mrs. Chattanooga, Tenn.
of Saigon, the Viet Cong and
Reality", for the Sunday mornis the subject chosen by Bro. rear fender.
S. M. Matarano
Funeral services will be held the North Vietnamese DOW are
ing
services
at 8:45 and 10:50
Bill Threet for his sermon for
All
members
are
urged
to
atTuesday at two p.m. in Pennsyl- under way with their winter ofThe IGA parking lot was the
the 10:40 a. m. service Sunday Irene of a collision at 7:55 p.m. a. in. at the First United Me- tend.
vania.
fensive, expected to last until
thodist
Church.
at the Seventh and Poplar Chur- between a 1963 Oldsmobile driearly January.
The fourth session of the
ch of Ohrist.
Trying to break up concentraven by Linda Rumfelt Hargrove School of Religion will be held
Jack Peebles will reed the
Charles Nelson Eldridge of
of Murray and a 1961 Volkswa- at the church from 6:30 until
tions of guerrilla troops around
1823 Calloway Avenue, Murray, scriptures from Psalms 27:14. gen driven by Ishmael Loyal
Saigon and near the Cambodian
sight p.
reported to the Murray Police Announcements will be by Ron- Teitloff of Hampton.
border, the U.S. Command sent
Department at 2:45 this morn- nie McNutt and the song sera total of seven flights of 1152s
Both cars had been moved bevice will be led by Josiah Daring that his car was stolen.
The Sigma Department of the over the 11 provinces surroundfore police officers arrived, acThe car was a 1966 Buick nall.
The Faxon Mothers Club met Murray Woman's Club
cording to the police report.
will meet ing Saigon overnight.
The Sunday evening service
sport coupe, green two door
on Wednesday, November 5, at Monday at 7:30 p. in. at the
In one of those provinces, 45
The other collision occurred
hardtop, license No. 160-092, ac- will not be held at the church at 4:55 p.m. at 16th and Main
1:30 p. in. at the school with club house.
onileeonortheast of the capital,
cording to the police report. so that members may attend Streets but the cars had been
the president, Mrs. Mia Wilson, "Do It Yourself Christmas troops of the 199th Light InThe car had been parked at the the University Church of Christ moved before officers arrived.
presiding.
Deaorations" will be the sub- fantry Brigade reported killing
to
hear Dr. James Bales of
Palace Drive Inn at 12 and was
Mrs. Harvey Ellis' fifth grade ject of the program by Mrs 10 Viet Gong early today withCars involved were a 1969
on Dodge four door sedan driven
gone at 2:30 this morning, the Harding College speak
class gave the devotion. Name Fred Shepard.
out a loss themselves.
"Christianity Versus ColILM119.
police report said.
tags were given to each moFar to the north, near Hue,
by Aldian Laverne Hough of
Hostesses for the meeting will
Murray and a 1969 Chevrolet
(Continued on Page Eight) be Mesdames Harold Hurt, Tom- government officials expected
four door sedan driven by Fred
my Alexander, G. T. Lilly, Al- to start digging Sunday for
U. Anderson of Lynn Grove
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
len McCoy, Bob Toon, Loull more bodies of Vietnamese civUPI Space Writer
Route One.
Kerlick, and Ron Christopher. ilians slain during the greatest
The police report said the
CAPE KENNEDY ron —
Communist offensive of the war,
The business office of South
The Kentucky Traffic Safety
Hough car was going north on Apollo 12's launch crew got
the Tet Offensive in 1968. OfCentral Bell Telephone Com16th and the Anderson ear was today off, but the three astro- Cordinating Committee has reficials said 2,600 bodies already
pany, 604 Olive street, will be
leased
the
names
of
three
Calgo to the
have been found in mass graves.
West Kentucky — Fair and closed on Tuesday November going west on Main when the pouts who are set to
loway
Countians
who
have lost
Six persons were cited by the
moon next Friday will be pracmild tochly and Sunday. Clear 11 for Veterans Day holiday. collision occurred.
their drivers licenses for the Murray Police Department yesDamage to the Hough car ticing the return home.
and cool tonight. Highs today
Their office will be open for
week ending October 31, 1969. terday and last night. They
schedule
for
training
The
was
on
the
right
front
and
to
Lows
towest.
80s east to 70s
business at 9:00 a. m. on WedThey are Phil Steven Hale of were two for illegal possession
Conrad
Jr.,
Charles
"Pete"
the
Anderson
car
on
the
left
night 30s east to 40s west.
nesday, November 12.
Riotaioi F. Gordon and Alan L. Route One Almo, James Hou- of alcohol. one for speeding and
rear fender
Bean Or,ialled for them to spend ston Ross 04 Route One, Mur- DO operator's license, one for
most of the day in a command ray, and Jade Dwaine Gibbs of speeding, one for breach of
ship simulator rehearsing the Route One, Murray, according peace, and one for driving while
critical earth atmosphere re- to the list released by the state. intoxicated.
entry maneuvers.
The three Navy officers are
scheduled to set out on their
10-day moon landing mission at
The eleventh annual Chart11:22 a. m. (EST) Friday, and
er Night meeting of the Mureverything was proceeding toray Civitan Club was held
ward an on-time launch.
Thursday, night, November 6,
Their countdown began at
at the Triangle Inn with awards
noon Friday and then went into
given to the best fruit cake
a planned rest period early tosalesman, the best pan cake
day and will not resume until
salesman and for perfect at9 a. m. Sunday. The 31-hour
tendance.
ltiold" was planned to avoid
J. H. Nix presented a plaque
paying launch workers overto Hayden Rickman designat
time amounting to at least $25,lag him as "Civitan of the
000.
Year".
Before the count started, DT .
The best fruit cake salesman
K.urt H. Debus, director of the
and best pan cake salesman
Kennedy Space Center KSC,
awards went to Herbert Key
urged rnoonport personnel to do
and Coffield Vance respectively
their best to make the notion's
Perfect attendance awards
second lunar landing mission a
went to the following: One year.
success.
Hayden Rickman, Stanley HenWhen the countdown resumes
ry; two years, Joe Pat WinSunday, launch workers will bechester, Ed
Hendon; three
gin loading hydrogen and oxyyears, Coffield Vance, Bob Mcgen into the spaceraft modules.
Clelland, Starkie Colson and
Friday's part of the count was
Ralph Bogard; six years, Elmer
devoted to the installation of
Sholar; seven years, Hoyt Roexplosive devices in the spaceberts, J H. Nix, ten years, Joe
craft and Saturn 5 rocket first
Morton, and eleven
years,
stage.
Woodrow Rickman and Aubrey
APOLIFI, 12'S $6.5 MILLION TARGET The landing target or America's Apollo 12 Moon misWilloughby
Conrad, Gordon and Been
J. H. Nix Is shown here presenting a plaque to Hayden
sion is the site of the landing April 19,- 1967, of Surveyor 3 on the eastern edge of the
Sunday receive their last ma• Rickman designating him
The principle work of the
the
of
as "Civitan
Veers:. The
'Ocean of Storms. On their second MoonoofiLk at 1240 am. Nov. 20, astronauts Charles
jor physical examination They
local
Civitan Club has been with
plaque was presented at the eleventh annual charter night
Conrad and Alan Bean will remove four parts from the Surveyor illustrated abovei, inplan to spend the whole mornthe program fir the mentally
Murray
Civitan
the
Club.
meeting
of
cluding the TV cameral, for return to Earth. The Surveyor 3 mission cost $65 million
ing in the doctor's office.
(Continued on Page Eight)

No Deaths
Reported
B y All;es

Mrs. Marsha Dale
Speaker At Faxon
Mothers Club Meet
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•

WILD RIVERS IN KENTUCKY

liTHAT

.-c.

IS A WILD RIVER? A wild river is a free flowing stream
with the related adjacent land area possessing outstanding scenic.
recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural or
other cimilar value.
WHY SHOULD KENTUCKY HAVE WILD RIVERS? (1) Kentucky should follow the lead of its neighbor, Tennessee, in protecting outstanding natural stream areas for fishing, hunting.
canoeing, and wilderness type recreation. Kentucky has 14,000
miles of running water in 31 rivers and 800 smaller streams, and
of this total, less than 100 miles of streams (seven tenths of one
per cent) are being proposed for wild river status. (2) Tourism
is the second largest industry in Kentucky, and a good wild
rivers system will attract even more visitors thus bringing more
money into the state and creating more jobs. (3) Some of our
free flowing streams provide unique opportunities for scientific
study of essentially undisturbed ecologic, geologic, archaeologic
conditions. They should be protected.
WHAT SECTIONS OF KENTUCKY RIVERS ARE BEING
CONSIDERED? Red River in Wolfe and Menifee Counties, from
the Ky. 746 bridge to the mouth of Swift Camp Creek. Green
RiVer in Hart and Edmonson Counties, that portion within Mammoth Cave National Park. Cumberland River in Whitley Casty,
from the headwaters of Lake Cumberland to Williamsburg.
Roc.kcastle River in Laurel and Pulaski Counties, from the Ky.
80.bridge to the headwaters of Lake Cumberland. The Big South
Fork of the Cumberland River should be preserved as a free
flowing stream in Scott County, Tennessee, and in adjoining McCreary County, Kentucky. up to Blue Herron.
WHAT DOES WILD RIVERS LEGISLATION ACCOMPLISH?
Wild Rivers legislation will authorize the acquisition, by purchase or by scenic easement, of narrow land corridors along
sections of unusual streams for the benefit and enjoyment of
present and future generations.
WHY IS 1970 THE KEY YEAR FOR WILD RIVERS? The
1970 sesaion of the General Aseernbly will provide the last opportunity to introduce a wild rivers bill during the administration of Governor Louie B. Nunn who appointed the Advisory
Commission on Wild Rivers and who has shown great interest in
Conservation matters -including stream preservation. It may be
too late in WM or 1974 to save these streams from the constant
threat of impoundments and other infringements.
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO? You should write a letter to
Governor Louie B. Nunn telling him that you support the Wild
Rivers Program and that you would like to have a law enacted
providing protection for unique sections of our rivers. Contact
your state senator and representative, and ask them to vote for
the wild rivers bill when it comes before the General Assembly
in 1970. Ask your friends to do the same.

Deaths reported are A. G. Chappell, age 80, Mrs. Nettie
Weatherly, age 86, Mrs. Earlie Cunningham, age 92, and Roscoe
Wilson, age 53.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Roberts of Murray Route Three celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary today at their home near Shiloh.
In basketball Fulton County beat Hazel, New Concord beat
Cottage Grove, and Almo beat Lynn Grove.
Troop 45 . Boy Scouts of America. will sponsor a pancake
breakfast at the American Legion Hall on November 21..

A steer belonging to Leroy Todd, 4-H club member from the Faxon Club, won the Grand Champion award at the 8th annual Calloway
County Fat Cattle Show November 7.
Thompson Spann of Hazel Route One age 81, died yesterday.
Ella Jane Irvan, Shirley Tomme, and Nancy Spann are junior
cheerleaders at the Murray Training School.
L. D. Moody of Murray Route Five was the winner of the Ryan
Shoe Store football contest.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

:00 Wilburn granters
:30 Porter Wagner

World of Soo,
All Amer Col ShowWlde
All Stec Wrestling
Joe Nemeth Show

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
x-6:30 p.m., Ch, 4 ANDY's guests tonight are the
SMOTHERS BROTHERS, JUDY COLLINS, the OSMOND
GAP.
BROTHERS, and GARY PUCKETT and the UNION
Wrestling
Soorts All-Start
GAM*
Flat, sty,. News. *1hr
Dating
g :00 LesterWilliams
-The
Show Jarki• G,OASOh Show
V
A/

:30 Andy
Gems
G.eason Snow The Stivvw•cl
:00 Andy Williams show My Three
Lawrence Welk Show
Sons
30 Adem-12

x-8 p.m. Ch. 4 Awardminner ROD SERLING presents
JOAN CRAWFORD, RODDY MCDOWELL, AND OSSIE
DAVIS in a haunting WORLD PREMIERE atory.
Green Acre,
Movie,
O ,00 "Night
Hollywood PalaCe
Gallery- petticoat Junction
0

10

:30

00
30

News, MoLo
Movis:

Death Vaiiey uays
News; Wthr.; Sports
Mannix
Mannlx

Hollywood Palace
Bill Anderson Shore
Buck Owens Show
Movie.

PROFESSIONALS for a wrapx-I0 p.m., Ch. 4 Join the
news, weather, and sports.
Saturday
the
up of all
Niagara
11

Ais The Virginian"
:3) Movie

I 2 To

rrryy M4L,
Pier
Movie,
'Dallas'

would have to approve any
increase in the royal s.11owance.
Hamilton, a frequent critic of
LONDON (UPI)—Queen Eli- spending by the royal family,
zabeth has been making do with said opposition in Parliament to
the same $1 million a year giving the queen a raise would
salary since she was crowned be considerable. He said he
17 years ago. Inflation has would lead it,
gotten so bad she has been
Crisis Brings Comment
forced to dip into her own
The disclosure of the crisis in
money to pay the servants at the royal household brought a
Bucldngham Palace.
series of comments by newspa"My heart bleeds!" said pers on the monarch in general.
William Hamilton, a Labor
"Don't be mean to tehill
member of the House of queen," said the Daily Sket
Commons. "I cannot believe "Give her the money."
they (Parliament) would try to
Another newspaper ran a
Increase it. The government serialized appraleal of the
has enough trouble on its hands situation entitled "Do we need
without looking for more."
the queen?"
Elizabeth gets $440,000 a year
The queen's own income i,s
from the British government derived from royal lands,
for household salaries, $272,320 investments and many other
for household expenses,$228,000 sources and is estimated to be
for expenses of royal relatives one of the world's largest
and $144,000 for her own private fortunes. Other memexpenses.
bers of the royal family get
Cost Of Living Spirals
more government allotments,
But the cost of living has ranging from $36,000 a year to
coronation
her
since
spiraled
$168,000.
and palace spokesmen said the
was severe even
situation
though she has cut expenses
over the years. For instance, TALKS NOT LINKED
the palace staff has been cut by
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
15 per cent.
"With the rising scale of State Department has reafofficial entertaining and the firmed that progress on the
arms
strategic
ceremony, forthcoming
of state
scale
expenses must be reviewed," a limitation talks (SALT) would
not be linked to progress in
palace spokesman said,
The spokesman said another other East-West negotiations.
State Department spokesman
thing that had increased costs
was an increasing involvment Robert J. McCloskey reminded
in public life by Prince Charles newsmen that Secretary of
State William P. Rogers said
and Princess Ann.
The palace leaked the word Oct. 25 the United States was
the queen has been using her entering the arms talks with
own money to pay the staff's the Soviet Union with no
salaries, perhaps in an indirect preconditions. The talks begin
appeal to Parliament, which In Helsinski Nov. 17,
By FRANK W. PLEASANTS

0.Wv1;'rld ooff 1.1V
.
',!41
5

Bro
To

WINNERS AT A GLANCE

Pi•Skin Preview
Suoernien
130 Movies:
NCAA Footbell
.30 "Malley Of Head- Jonny Quest
Florida vs. Geerglis
Pooeye Show
:IC hunters"
Football
:30 -TarzaWs Desert Skinny
Football
College Hi tiles
:00
Football
Sealing Lite
Mystery":30Gis/et
Football
Outdoors
00 wild Kingdom Fall
City Fishing Show Football
:30 College Bowl

CLEVELAND'S DEMOCRAT MAYOR Carl Stokes gets a victory
kiss from wife Shirley on winning a second term—the first
Negro to become mayor of a major American city. He won
by more than 3,500 votes, a predicted narrow victory margin.

Movie
Moyle
Movie

Sunday, November 9
x-7:30 p.m., Ch. 4 Coach Kincaid fears that a gangster
syndicate has his number when he's pressured in his
selection of the football varsity
x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 Academy Award-winner JULIE ANDREWS
and special guest HARRY BELAFONTE team up for an
I• from Doe music to calYoso.
hour of ever
x-9 p.m., Ch. 4 Dr. Stuart is called upon to save the life
of a man who has been his adversary in a malpractice
suit, HOWARD DUFF guest-stars
x-Paid advertisement

NEW YORK'S MAYOR John V. Lindsay (left' gives his victory
smile after being re-elected handily, despite losing the nomination of his own Republican Party. And in Richmond,
Linwood Holton jubilates on blcoming the first Republican
elected Virginia governor in nearly a century. A Nixon plus.

Vice President Richard Nixon
for_ the presidency.
--- —
A thought for the day: British
writer Samuel Butler said, "To
By United Press International live is like love, all reason is
against it, and all healthy
Today is Saturday Nov. 8, the instinct for it."
312th day of 1969 with 53 to
follow.
TWO CLAIM VICTORY
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
are
morning stars
The
WASHINGTON (UPI) — AtMercury, Venus and Jupiter.
Joseph A. YablonThe evening stars are Mars torneys for
for president ol
candidate
sky,
and Saturn.
Workers, says
Mine
United
the
On this day in history:
1837, Mount Holyoke he got all he sought in a court
In
Massachusetts suit when UMW officials agreed
in
Seminary
to send to local UMW chapters
became the first college foundletters outlining proper election
ed exclusively for women.
In 1923, Adolf Hitler and his procedures.
National Socialist storm troo- Yablonsky's opponent, incumpers marched into a Munich bent W. A. Boyle, also claimed
Beer Hall and forced th victory because U.S. District
Bavarian prime minister to Court Judge George L. Hart did
swear loyalty to the Naz not issue an injunction sought
revolution. The army quickl by Yablonsky. Hart closed the
broke up the meeting.
hearings without making an
That three-headed, foot-long key (center right) is believed to
In 1942, some 400,000 alli order when UMW Treasurerhav• once belonged to Cleopatra, the glamorous Egyptian queen
soldiers invaded North Atri
Secretary John Owens agreed
In 1960, Democratic Sen. Jo , to send the letters.
By LINDA HUDSON
Republican
Kennedy defeated
Central Press Association Corruspondent

-ALMANAC -

SAN DIEGO, Calif. --Rudolph Grah has keys that really do
unlock history---keys from the ashes of Pompeii to the mountain
fortress of Bergtesgaden where Hitler plotted his mad schemes.
Grah is a San Diego 81-year-old locksmith who collects antique
and interesting locks and keys. He sells some. but keeps most of
them to display in his shop.
Hitler used three of the keys hanging in Grab's shop to open
treasure chests the Nazis had stolen from people all over Europe.
Grah says the Germans, instead of forcing the locks, had ordered
a friend of his, a locksmlth who lives near Bergtesgadcn, to make
keys to open the chests.
Then, after Hitler died, the locksmith kept the keys and the
empty chests. Some 15 years
in 1888, knows all the
ago, the locksmith changed the! many,
in hit% native counlocks on the chests and gave locksmiths
try. He says they often send
the old keys to Grah.
keys to add to
Grah recently returned from him interesting
his collection. So do the many
a trip to the Caribbean, where
he knows in
he looked for keys to pirate other locksmiths
Europe.
treasure chests.
"But I couldn't find any," he
TWO of his keys belong:id to
says. "Museums have them all
now. The same is true in Europe Leonardo da Vinci who used one
museums have all the valu- to open a three-inch-thick woaden door that led to a strong
able ones."
Grah began collecting keys 30 room where he stored his paintyears ago. In that time he has ings. The other key led to anmade 13 trips to Europe, prowl- other strong room where da
ing through antique shops, lock- Vinci stored the Mona Lisa.
smith shops, flea markets and Grah bought the key from an
bazaars. He will leave for Eu- antique shop in Florence, where
rope again in August, still hop- It was on display.
Grah judges the authenticity
ing to find some interesting
of the keys by the reputation
keys.
• • •
of the antique dealer or lockON a trip in 1961, he was able smith and by his own extensive
to finagle a key to the powder knowledge of the history of
room of a Swedish battleship lock-making. That's why he bewhich had foundered in Stock- lieves an ornate key decorated
holm Harbor on its maiden voy- with three women's heads in
age in 1664. The Swedes sal- Egyptian headdress belonged to
vaged the warship Vasa and put Cleopatra. An obscure Arabian
it on .display in Skansen Park prince had given the Queen of
in Stockholm, b u t weren't the Nile a chest of treasure and
watching too closety as the key the key with which to unlock
found its way to a Stockholm the chest. Grah bought it from
an antique store in Nice,
antique shop, then to Grah.
Grab, born in Solingen, Ger- France.

Deaths reported are Stewart A. Arnold, age 70, William Franklin
Boren, and Miss Mary F. Pool, age 19.
The Murray Lions Club, organized five weeks ago, will receive
a charter in a special program at the Murray High School gym on
November 14.
Keen Johnson held a little better than 5-1 majority over his
Republican opponent King Swope after a final tabulation of votes
In Calloway County.
taking law board examinations
DEDICATE MEMORIAL
Cigarettes were advertised at $1.13 per carton and sugar at
that day.
ten pounds for 57 cents in the Kroger ad,
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Julie
Nixon Eisenhower and her
sister-in-law, Susan Eisenhower,
Dwight Timber !
the
dedicate
will
Etk YORK ((11)- Though
Eisenhower Memorial Bridge at
the United!4tates is becoming in
Anderson, hid., Saturday.
Secretary ereasin0y urban, there still arc
Transportation
Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch. — John A, Volpe will give the 2,485 logging camps and logging
dedication address, Mrs. Eisen- contractors in the rountr .
1 Thessalonians 5:6.
As Christians, we are called upon to remain alert to the many hower's husband, David Eisen- ccording It I )ill's Market Identways we can be of service to Christ and His Kingdom here on hower, will be unable to attend ifiers, a marketing riervice of Dun
the ceremony because he is A Bradstreet,
earth.
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Features at: 1:30, 3:15, 1:30 and 9:20
Reserved Performance Tickets Available for 7:30 Show
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BOWLING
STANDINGS
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

game since they have two of
the league's top runners in
Leroy Kelly and Ron Johnson.
Elsewherein the NFL, Los
Angeles hosts San Francisco,
Green Bay is at Baltimore,
Dallas hosts New Orleans, New
York is at St. Louis, Pittsburgh
Is at Chicago, Philadelphia is at
Washington and Atlanta is at
Detroit.

OILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of Oct. 31, 1969
W. L.
Standings:
22 14
Quads
21 15
Pin-Pals
20 16
Hi•Lo's
18 a
Shakers
18 18
Champs
17 19
Miracles
16 20
Flub-Ups
12 24
Bowlettes
High Team Game
580
Shakers
545
Champs
534
Pin-Pals
High Teens Sarkis
1631
Shakers
1550
Champs
1545
Quads
High Ind. Game Scratch
208
Margaret Morton
192
Bonnie Hale
189
Glenda Hill
High Ind. Game HC
250
Bonnie Hale
243
Margaret Morton
230
Glenda Hill
High Ind. Series Scratch
489
Margaret Morton
481
Bonnie Hale
471
Glenda Hill
High Ind. Series HC
655
Bonnie Hale
615
Shirley Billington
54
Margaret Morton
504
Glenda Hill
ing units shall be installed with
Splits Converted
a permanent flue or exhaust Ann Grogan
54
The weather terminatiOn shall Verona Grogan
6-7
be provided with a device to Rowena Emerson
$4
positively prevent downdraft in Eleanor D'Angelo
5-7-9
NEW
YORK (UPI) - the flue and preclude entrance Barbara Latimer
3-10
Top Ten Averages
Some of the most pleasant cruis- of spray or rain.
152
3.
Where liquid fuel is Margaret Morton
ing days of the year are in the
148
fall when the air is crisp and used, burners shall. be . of the Mary Smith
146
clear, the shores'are ablaze with mechanical draft type which em- Mary Harris
142
color from the changing leaves ploy a power drive-force, blower, Polly Owen
142
and the almost-deserted water- or Zither mechanism supplying Glenda Hill.
142
ways provide a rare and com- air for combustion. -Burners Verona Grogan
139
.
shall be of the mechanical atorni- Ona Birdsong
forting solitude.
A good anchTöith iiiir-or nieZ-Kanicaorizing YeIne Guy
131
night, a hearty meal, the beauty type. (Mechanical atomizing Hilda Bennett
131
of the setting sun slipping below burner refers to a burner that Helen Hargrove
131
Ails
the horizon -- the perfect end prepares and delivers the fuel Martha
128
and all or part of the air by Barbara Latimer
of a perfect day.
Pat Scott
127
But, as the American Boat mechanical processes in con- Ann Grogan
127
and Yacht Council points out, trolled quantities for combus- Valada Stuart
128
there is every possibility tragedy tion. Mechanical vaporizing burcould climax such an idyllic day ner refers to a burner that acand often has, simply because complishes vaporization of the
MAGIC-TRI
a cabin heating system wasn't fuel by means of wick type
BOWLING LEAGUE
installed properly or wasn't de- materials or by controlled meWeek of 11-4-'69
signed for Marine use.
tering such that no spillage of Windings:
W. L
Too many times the hazards foil do'to boat motion can Johnson's Grocery
36
4
of explosion, fire arntras teak- occhruMgh tbe vaptinINik Mar- Country Kitchen
26 14
age arise when the cabin heater voir is tilted in any position.) Ezells Beauty School 25 15
riled on tq take the chill
4.
25 15
Ducts shall be spaced Owens Food Mkt.
I the cool night air before at least one inch from all com- Jerry's Restaurant
22 18
ing in.
bustible material and shall be Carrot Volkswagen 22 18
With an eye towards the adequately supported.
Ducts Killer Funeral Home 18 22
boater's safety in such situations, and their supports shall be con- Bank of Murray
15 25
the ABYC outlines these safety structed entirely of non-com- Town & Country
Dress Shop
11 29
stIndards for heating systems: bustible material resistant to deHigh Team 1 Games HC
1. Enclosures or jackets of terioration or deformation from
heating units should incorporate high temperatures and con- Johnson Grocery &
2790
the following features:
ditions of high humidity, mois- Country Kitchen
Jerry's Restaurant
2782
(a) A
mounting
frame ture, mildew and vibration.
2756
which will provide means of , 5.
Solid fuel type heating Ezell's Beauty School
High Team Game HC
securely fastening the unit to units shall be constructed so
971
secure it against pitch and roll there is at least six inches of Country Kitchen
Jerry Restaurant
970
experienced in marine use.
clear spacing around the entire
Jerry's Restaurant
963
(b) The outside surface unit.
High Ind. 3 Game HC
temperature of the enclosure or
Emma Adams
603
jacket shall not exceed 150 deBobbie Garrison
595
;Trees (F).
Can take it
Wanda White
590
(c) Electrical wiring assoHigh Ind. Gime I4C
ATLANTA (UPI)-Lockheedciated with control and opera- Georgia's L-100 plane, which LaVaughn Latimer &
tion of the unit shall be of ade- provides a vital air bridge in Laverne Ryan
221
quate size and insulation.
Alaska's oil explorations, has Carol Sims
220
• (d) The heating unit shall operated in a temperature dif- Jean Moore &
be provided with an exhaust ferential of 166 degrees, ranging Lorraine Maggard
217
or flue oudet which enables a from winter lows of minus 70
High Ind. 3 Games SC
gas-tight connection to be made degrees on the North Slope to Bobbie Garrison
514
for venting to the weather. - summer highs of 96 in Fairbanks Mildred Hodge
468
Combustion type heat2.
LaVaughn Latimer
485
High hit Game SC
Bobbie Garrison
LaVaughn Latimer
Mildred Hodge &
Bobbie Garrison
Splits Converted
Emma Adams
3-6-7
Betty Darnell
3-10
Sue Wells
3-8-10
Betty Dixon
3-10
Geraldine Myers
2-7
Kay Ezell
2-7
Jean Moore
3-10
Tare Forbes ____ 3-7-10 & 2-7
LaVaughn Latimer
5-6
Top Ton Averages
Bobbie Garrison
162
Betty Dixon
160
Marilyn Perks
160
Mildred Hodge
155
Wanda Nance
148
LsVaughn Latimer
146
Nancy Rogers
138
Betty Darnell
'9138
Mary Harris
.
135
Sandra Thompson
134
Isabel Parks
132
Emma Adams
130
Bill Nelsen will need time
Sunday
and
the
Cleveland
Browns' offensive line hopes to
give it to him.
Sunday, the Browns will face
the Minnesota Vikings and the
Browns' offensive tine will face
a stern test since the Viking
defensive line of Carl Eller,
Alan Page, Jim Marshall and
The Green Bay-Baltimore
y Larsen is being heralded game is a significant test for
both clubs. Green Bay, only a
the best in pro football.
The Viking secondary of game behind Minnesota, needs
Ear sell Mackbee, Bobby a victory to stay in the midst of
Bryant, Paul Krause and Karl the Central Division race.
Kassulke is not one of the best Baltimore, three games behind
probably
in the league but has made 11 Los Angeles, is
interceptions (linebacker Lon- already out of the Coastal
nie Warwick also has two) Division chase but the Colts
mainly because of the excellent need a victory for their selfpass rush from the front four. respect after losing three of
If Cleveland can contain this their first seven games. The
rush and give Nelsen time to Colts trounced Washington last
throw to his talented receivers, week after Coach Don Shula
Gary Collins, Paul Warffeld and shook up the line.
Milt Morin, he may guide the
The other games are expectBrowns to an upset even though
they're a touchdown underdog. ed to be lopsided or don't have
But the Vikings have the best any effect on the standings. Los
pass defense in the league Angeles and Dallas should
statistically and Nelsen may remain in first place in their
respective divisions with victonot get enough time.
Of course, the Vikings will ries over San Francisco and
watch the Browns' running New Orleans.

By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer

The San Diego Chargers may
have had it.
Two weeks ago the Chargers
were in a three-way battle with
the Kansas City Chiefs and the
Oakland Raiders for first place
American
Football
in
the
League's Western Division, but
now the Chargers are on the
brink of elimination from even
a playoff spot.
One more loss should end all
hopes the Chargers have of
making second place. Another
setback would be their
and neither Kansas City (7-1
nor Oakland (6-1-1) figures to
lose four more games.
The Chiefs, who took over
first place in the Western
Division last weekend, have
been made 13-point choices over
the Chargers Sunday and with
good reason. Kansas City leads
the league in practically every
defensive category and has also
scored more points (215) than
any other team in the league.
San Diego, on the other band,
has scored only 12 points total
In its last two games. The
Chargers were shutout for the
first time since 1961 by Denver
last Sunday and in that game
the team set negative club
records for total offense (70
yards) and passing offense (20
yards).
In
other
Sunday action,
Denver visits Oakland, Buffalo
is at New York, Cincinnati a
Houston and Miami at Boston.
Oakland dropped to second
Place in the Western Division
by 1oslg.tq._Chian:at last -Sunday, but the Raiders Pare 10- Back-to-back titles
point choices_ba bouace
this weekend.
BOSTON(UPI)-Ted Williams,
With the Jets expected to with the Boston Red Sox, won
win, Houston can not afford to back-to-back American League
blow its game with Cincinnati. bbtting titles on three different
The Oihrs have been made a occasions.
six-point choice, but Cincinnati
is still keyed up following Las
week's victory over Oakland.
The
Boston - Miami game
could turn into the most Mel's marks
exciting game of the day. The
Patriots won for the first tirne
NEW YORK (UP1)-In addilast weekend and are finally tion to winning 21 games for the
learning the intracacies • New York Yankees in 1968,
Coach Clive Rush's offense. pitcher Mel Stottlemyre acceptMiami lost a tough one to the ed 74 fielding'chancei ',Without
Jets (its fifth loss by seven making an error.

frir

Boating

*

DE..nogNED In the wild, a rhinoceros wears off his horn
going about his jungle business. In the Cleveland Zoo nature
needs help every so often, with no pain to the animal. Nick
James is sawing the horn while Chuck echuller diverts the
rhino's attentloa with food.
•

KENTUCKY LAKE
BOWLING LEAGUE
Week of 11-349
W.
Standings:
31
Mutual of Omaha
264
Bank of Murray
T. V. Service Center 244
22
Moose Lodge
22
Lindsey's
19
Martin Oil
Murray Mobile
19
Home
17
Colonial Bread
15
Country Kitchen
Williams Super Ser. 15
Mo-Go Oil
11
Crazy Horse
11
10
R. 0. T. C.

points or less this season) and
the Dolphins seem ready to
break loose.

OUTFIELDER •MMIE AGEE holds up his hands as if making
a catch in time "th the music at a Las Vegas rehearsal. He and
of the New York Mets will open there this week
six other mein
in a new act. At e piano is comedian Phil Foster. Other Mets are,
Koosman, Donn Clendenon, Art Shamsky and
from left, je
C.-leon Jones.

10 26
Carrier Corp.
Team High 3 Games SC
2675
Martin Oil
2671
Lindsey's
2594
Mutual of Omaha
Team High $ Games
3025
• •
Lindsey's
2996
Martin Oil
2912
Moose Lodge
Team Single Game SC
934
Hank of Murray
68
3. Russellville (2)
915
Lindsey's
Hy JIM ARCHAMBEAULT
66
4, Murray (1)
896
Moose Lodge
50
Team Single Game HC
Ky. (UPI) - A 5. Bardstown
38
1051 strong, battle for first place in 6. Paintsville
Colonial Bread
27
1048 pat. Class AA Division, which 7. Campbellsville
Bank of Murray __
22
1033 shows Mayfield do top despite 8. Mt. Sterling
Lindsey's
20
Ind. 3 Games SC
receiving only two first-place 9. Ft. Campbell.......
17
636 votes, highlighted this week's 10. Garrard Co.
G. Skiles ________
579 United Press International High
D. Abell
Class AA
578 Scaoel -football coaches-poll:L Dlitoe
hitt,31- Claniai 14C
86
The top five teams in the I. Mayfield (2)
684 Class
G. Skiles
74
AA ratings received fir- 2.,Tie Maclisoeville (2)
641
R. Pace
74
(1)
Bryan
Station
st-place votes with fourth-place
E. Lax
630
70
Covington Catholic getting the 3. Elizabethtown (2)
Ind. Single Game SC
67
May- 4. Covington Catholic (3)
lion's
three.
share
with
253
G. Skiles
42
5. Paducah Tilghman
R. Pace
231 field received several second 6. Woodford Co.
28
and
third-place
votes
to
tally
C. Chikutt
225
18
86 points and lead Madisonville 7. Ft Thomas Highlands
Ind. Single Game SC
16
8. Davies Co.
Station
who
and
Lexington
Bryan
G. Skiles
12
are tied for second with 74 poin- 9. Caldwell Co.
R. Pace
Class AAA
ts.
T. McCuiston
50
(5)
Xavier
1.
St.
Elizabethtown
received
two
Top Bowlers
Trinity
43
J. Neal
182 first-place votes and 70 total 2.
39
D. Abell
182 poigts to edge out Covington Cat- 3. Butler
27
Male
4.
h
for
manthird
by
Wee
G. Skiles
182
20
Jefferson
Thomas
5.
five
tearemaining
N. Chancy
tat points. The
T. C. Hargrave
178 m s stood way off the pace with
IL Dixon
178 Paducah Tilghman In fifth plaV. Riley
176 ce, 25 points behind Covington
P. Buchanan
175 Catholic.
F. Stalls
175 The standings remained preN. Knight
175 tty much the same in Class A
D. Alsobnpok
175 with Lynch and Tompkinsville
still holding onto the No. 1 and
2 positions. Russellville leaped
THURSDAY COUPLES
plst Murray to third while MurBOWLING LEAGUE
ray slid to fourth.
Week of 10-30-'69
Extras like whitewalls, Super efficient overhead cam engine, disc brakes,
The remaining teams in Class
W. L
Standings:
full-synchro 4-speed stick shifts. Deluxe wheel covers, locking gas caps, full
jockeyed around a little, with
23
9
Rockets
vinyl upholstery, undercoating ... even a radio and tachometer on the
23
9 rlo major changes.
Pin Busters
In Class AAA, Louisville St.
sports cars. All included in our list price.
22 10
Spares
1600
Sports
22 10 Xavier is still the king, receivCompare Datsun's features.
Befuddled Four
20 12 lig all first place votes for the
Reapers
You'll discover you get more
19 1.3 second straight week, after clinRed Rinds
luxury, more extras, much
18 14 rhing the city AAA crown.
Night Owls
more car for the money.
Trinity is second again,follow16 US
Turtles
14 18 ed by Butler, Male and Thomas
Rolling Stones
13 19 Jefferson.
L. S. D. Plus 1
12 20
Benots
Here is this week's voting
8 24 (1st place votes in parentheses).
Alley Cats
8 24
Rollers
6 74
Strikes
High Team Gams HC
Night Owls
PM Busters
Red Birds
Pickup
High Team Gam* SC
Night Owls
Bowling booms
Pin Busters
NEW YORK (UPI)-Black is
Red Birds
li,autiful but so are avocado and
High Team 3 Games HC
Pin Busters
2370 blue. According to a survey conRed Birds
2365 ducted by the Brunswick CorNight Owls
2309 poratirin, those three colors are
the leading choices in bowling
High Team 3 Games SC
Wagon
Pin Busters
2021
Forty million men, women
Red Birds
2017
Night Owls
1976 and children participate in howlHigh Ind. Game SC
ing, the most popular indoor
Datsun/2
T. C. Hargrove
222 sport in the United States. Silice
Paul Buchanan
219
sporting goods sales grew
Jim Neale
214 an average of 7.6 per cent per
4'
Patsy Neale 225 ear-more than $1.5 billion.
Marilyn Parks
190 Bowling balls alone represented
Bonnie Hale
173 nearly $25 million of this
High Ind. 3 Games SC
amount.
T. C. Hargrove
617
Jim Neale
616
Lloyd Todd
584 Brown's record
Patsy Neale
511
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)Marilyn Parks
478
Betty RiBy
469 During three seasons as head
football coach at Ohio State
High Ind. Game HC
Lloyd Todd
238 from 194143,current Cincinnait
coach Paul Brown
T. C. Hargrove
237 Bcrigal
Paul Buchanan
235 compiled an 18-8-I record.
Patsy Neale
* *
265
Bonnie Hale
228
Triple
threat
Valada Stuart
218
Marilyn Parks
218
CHICAGO (1111)-Stan Miklta
L
High Ind. 3 Games HC
of
the Chicago Black Hawks i".1:1II
5
Lloyd Todd
668 the Hart (most valuable 'player).
1014 T. C. Hargrove
682 Art Ross (leading
orer) and
111
/
2 Jim Hargrove
THE SOUND MOVE
652 Lady
Byng
(gentlemanly
14
Patsy Neale
+ Local Freight Tax & License
631 conduct) trophies in both 1967
14
Betty Riley
595 and 1966.
17
Bonnie Hale
395
Drive a Datsun
High Avenges
ATSUN
17
Jim Neale
decide at:
then
SEDANS • WA ON • PICKUP • SPORTS CARS
19
T. C. Hargrove
159 .
21
Paul Buchanan
145
21
Lyman Dixon
145
25
Vernon Riley
144
25
810 SYCAMORE ST.
Marilyn Parks
PH. 753-7114
142
28

Take a look at 1970 Datsun
& discover all the extras you get
at no extra cost.

$1,125

$2,315

poi"likvisk

$1,15

Lassiter & McKinney

Datsun Inc.
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of
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Camp
par.
the
are
One
Route
Murray
Lea,
mots of a baby girl, Tone
weighing six pounds thirteen
By JEANNE LESEM
ounces, born on Wednesday.
UPI Food Editor
5, at 4:45 p.m. at
November
11
4
County
The National School Lunch Program now
(UPI)
-Calloway
YORK
NEW
Murray
the
States' 52-million pupils daily in schools
United
the
feeds about half
Hospital.
The father owns and opels.
from Broken Arrow, Okla., to Pitkas Point, Alaska.
of the
That's not enough to satisfy Helen McGee, new president
ate% the Rex Camp Ditching.
of the
members
other
and
She
Assn.
Service
Grandparents are Mr. and
Food
American School
school
Mrs. Albert Camp of ?Layne
nonprofit professional organization want all American
the program to provide nutritionally
and Mrs. Daisy Dunn of
The Kappa Department of children to benefit from
or no cost. Free or reduced-price meals
cost
low
at
met
11L
lunches
go,
balanced
the Murray Woman's Club
• ••
without revealing their identities to
children
at the club house on Tuesday are provided needy
Michael William is the name
sevenat
classmates.
their
4,
November
evening,
aim of
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David
In an interview, Mrs. McGee said the primary
thirty o'clock
Route
group
Murray
The
children.
of
more
to
meals
better
meetflunningham
aceeciation is getting
Special guests for the
Four for their baby boy, weighinternational which represents about 48,000 school food service personnel -- also
DEAR ABBY: I am a former drug user, or rather
sixteen
ing
were
training
pounds three ounces,
ng
abuser. In hopes that some will view the dangers of "pot" a
students from Murray State upgrades school lunch room personnel and conducts
November
Wednesday,
on
born
program was programs for them.
The
University.
little more realistically. I shall recite my own experience:
the Murraywhich
ten a m.
entitled "International Foods,
Schools participating in the nonprofit lunch program I am a well-groomed, upper-middle class college student, 3, at
County Hospital.
funds
Calloway
some
stuand
foods
Each
some
receive
Dress".
1946
and
in
Customs,
established
"clean
Congress
not the typical hippie-type. Most of my friends are
They have another son, Dagiven time to speak from the federal government. Each school plans its own menus,
was
dent
cut" drug users. You cannot recognize a drug user by his
vid Paul, Jr., age twenty-out
about himself and his country. which must included specified amounts of certain food categories
physical appearance. The girl who looks like a perfect lady
months. The father is employed
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Clean Waters Month
For America Is Set
For Early Spring
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The month of May will be officially designated as "Clean Waters For America
Month" by the U.S. Congress if the efforts of the American Fishing Association are
successful.
J. D. Cypert, president of the association, stated that a proposal has been forwarded to members of Congress which, if enacted, will authorize and request the
the President of the United States to proclaim the month of May each year as Clean
Waters For America Month.
According to Cypert the purpose of this proposed national observance during May
will be to call attention to the ever increasing problem of water pollution in America
and, hopefully, will awaken all citizens to the need to control and eliminate water poi
lution.
Cypert pointed out that many thousands of sport fishermen throughout America
Are aware of the problem and are ready to fight. "We hope that we can use this special
month each year in cooperation with all other interested agencies, groups and individuals to make every citizen aware that water pollution is a year-round problem which
must be eliminated in order to protect our future generations, our wild life and ourselves," he said.
Clean Waters For America Month will help concentrate this attention. Every organization and individual is encouraged to contact his representative in Congress to
urge their support of the enactment of the May as Clean Waters For America Month
legislation.
The American Fishing Association, with headquarters in Springdale, Arkansas, is
a chartered, non-profit association of American fishermen, with members in all fifty
(50) states and several foreign countries. Water conservation and preservation of sport
fishing are primary objects of the organization.
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Membership Information: Life memberships in American Fishing Association can
be obtained frorn AFA headquarters, P.O. Box 62, Springdale, Arkansas 72764. (Individual membership benefits include an embroidered shoulder patch, membership certificate. ID card, AFA Fisherman Handbook, Fishing Log, boat decals, and other benefits.
Lifetime dues in the Association are $5.00).
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PROPOSED ENACTMENT FOR DESIGNATION OF MAY OF EACH YEAR AS
CLEAN WATERS FOR AMERICA MONTH
MAY DESIGNATED AS CLEAN WATERS FOR AMERICA MONTH
The month of May of each year is hereby designated as Clean Waters For America
Month and all agencies, organizations and individuals interested in water conservation
are invited to unite in such activities and programs as will awaken the American
people to the fundamental necessity of a year-round program for the control and elimirat.ion of water pollution and related problems.
The President is hereby requested to issue, each year, a suitable proclamation,
and the Governors of States, Mayors of Cities, and heads of other inslrumentalities of
government, as well as the news media, leaders of industry. educational and religious
groups, labor. (aim, scientific and professional, and all other organizations and individuals at interest are urged to participate in this observance and in the fight to restore
and preserve clean waters for America.
Nothing herein shall be construed as attempting to change the time or mode of
any related observances now being held, but, to the contrary such practices are praised
and encouraged.
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KENTUCKY
Deer (gun) Nov. 12 through Nov. 16.
Doves Dec- 1 *rough Dec. 9.
Ducks Nov. 28 through Dec. 27.
Grouse Nov. 20 *rough Feb 28.
Geese Nov. 3 *rough Jan. 11.
Quail Nov. 20 through Jan. 31.
Rabbits Nov. 20 through Jan. 31.
Squirrels Nov. 20 through Dec. 31
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Finals of the 11th Kentucky
Lake Fishing Derby
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The grand prize winners in Ithe Kentucky Lake Fall Fishing
Derby are 23 of the happiest anglers in the middle west this
week, A total of 120 anglers ton 8 surrounding states won prize
ID
•
a
money while fLshing in the derbily, and hundreds of other anglers
ii.
IR
enjoyed the opportunity of fishing in Kentucky Lake this fall.
a
S
Two leaders changed during the last week of the derby. Forest
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Frederick of Louisville tied for and place in the crappie Class
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"A" division with a 2 Lb. 0 oz. crappie. Rudolph Forayt of
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gill class.
Another
7 lb. large mouth bass won a weekly prize, which
TOURIST - DIVISION "A"
increased the total of black bass bat exceed 7 lbs. to 16.
WEEKLY WINNERS
year
this
derby
entered
the
in
were
More 7 lb. black bass
than in any of the previous 10 years of the derby.
The final winners in the crappie class were all 2 lbs. or
over. The final winners in all classes were larger than last BLACK BASS
year's winners.
7 lbs., 5 oz.
10.'29/69
1. M. C. Groves
The Kentucky Lake tall fishing derby has proved to be the
7 lbs., 5 oz.
($25 weekly winner)
710 Gladis
greatest fishing contest in the Midwest in regard to the number
Franklin, Kentucky
of participants, and the derby ptovides the best attraction for the
fall vacationers at Kentucky Lake.
6 lbs., 4 oz.
10,'27 /69
2. Jact E. Brehme
($10 weekly winner)
4305 Shadyville Drive
TOURIST - DIVISION "Au
Louisville, Kentucky
Under the Gun Control Act
GRAND PRIZE WINNERS
1968, you can still import
of
CRAPPIE
BLACK BASS
2 lbs., 0 oz that Spanish shotgun you've had
1027/69
L. Forest Frederick
8 lbs., 5 oz.
your eye oe, legally, according
10/20/69
1. Fred Van Horne
($25 weekly winner)
1403 Larchmont
James D. Scanlan, IRS Alcoto
$500 winner
930 N. Bowman Avenue
Louisville, Kentucky
hol, Tobacco and Firearms
Danville, Illinois
1 lb ll oz Chief Special Investigator for
10, 2969
2 Wm. E. Terwort
8 lbs., 1 oz.
10/4/69
2. John Hicks
Kentucky.
($10 weekly winner)
Fort Mitchell,
$300 winner
807 Cardinal Drive
Kentucky
Bowling Green, Kentucky
WHITE BASS
The only difference under the
7 lbs., 13 oz. 1. Jack Hornback
10/25/69
3. Dr. Jim Goodman
1 lb., a-3,4 0Z new law is that it is generally
10, 31, 69
533 E. Main
$200 winner
($25 weekly winner)
309 French Avenue
unlawful for anyone other than
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Louisville, Kentucky 40206
a licensed importer or dealer
transport or receive any
to
CRAPPIE
2. No entry
purchased or obtained
firearm
2 lbs., 2-/
2oz.
1
10/25/69
1. Freddie De Boer
outside the United States,Scan$300 winner
Route 1
PIKE
Cloverdale, Indiana
1 lb., 0 o lan said.
10/29/69
L. Ed Rice
winner)
weekly
($26
2064 May Avenue
2 lbs., 0 oz.
Tie
9/26/69
2. Brenda De Moss
Louisville, Kentucky
However, Ccanlan pointed out
$75 winner
208 Wayne Drive
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
an importer or dealer lothat
oz
lb.,
0
4
28,
10,
69
2. Fred Dillon
in the purchaser's state of
cated
($10 weekly winner)
3102 Marigold Court
10/27/69 Tie 2 lbs, 0 Os. }tittering,
Forest Frederick
residence and holding a valid
Ohio
$75 winner
1403 Larchmont
license under the Act must subLouisville, Kentucky
mit application to the IRS DiCATFISH
rector of Alchohol,Tobacco and
1. No entry
'
WHITE BASS
Firearms Division, to import
3 lbs,, oa. 2; No entry
10/184 69
I. Lloyd Tinker
the firearm ordered by an in$200 winner
8525 Macicinzie Road
dividual.
•
Afton, Missouri
•
TOURIST DIVISION "B"
2oz.
1
2 lbs., 9-/
9/28/69
2. Walter Hobgood
To do this, he said, the licGRAND PRIZE WINNERS
winner
$100
Nebo,
ensed importer or dealer should
Kentucky
file the application, Form 6,
BLACK BASS
showing himself as
(Firearms).
7 lbs., 0 tait
10 7/69
2 lbs., 9 oz. L. G. C. Oakley
10, 4,69
3. Kenneth McGregor
and the individual
importer
the
$200 winner
5209 Warren Drive
$50 winner
762 N. Seminary
The foreign
consumer.
the
as
Evansville, Indiana
Madisonville, Kentucky
shipper should be instructed to
5 lbs., 14-'4 oz ship the firearm to the licensee.
10,12,69
2, Keineth Jo:inson
PIKE
winner
$100
P. 0. Box 93
8/23,t9
1. Micky Wheatley
2 lbs., 11-3/4 oz.
Elnora, Indiana
717 Homestead Boulevar d $200 winner
In this way,the delivery of the
Louisville, Kentucky
at firearms would then be made
J."
CRAPPIE
the individual and the
2 lbs., 2 oz between
9 13/69
2 lbs., 2 oz 1, Charles Loebr
9,7189
E. Barb Grady
licensee in the state of resid$100 winner
1409 S. 26th Street
$100 winner
2218 Oxnard
residenCe the dealer recordMt. Vernon, Illinois
Downers Grove, Illinois
ing the receipt and sale, as is
necessary under the law, Scan1 lb., 15-1,4 oz. WHITE BASS
10/19/69
3. Paul Griffith
lan said.
lbs.,
2
2869
9
Smock
R.
Donald
1.
$5C winner
101 Ratliff Street
$100 winner
708 S. Villa Drive
Princeton, Kentucky
A permit must be ubtained
Evansville, Indiana
all firearms to be imporfor
CATFISH
ted, regardless of the date pur9 lbs., 8 oz. PIKE
10/ 5/69
1. Jim Hatter
1 lb., 7 ora chased, the IRS- official added.
95,69
$100 winner
I. Robert Yancy
Route 2
winner
However, this does not apply to
$100
656
Box
Indiana
Martinsville,
a firearm previously taken out
Union City, Tennessee
of the country by the person
8 lbs., 12-1 2oz.
10;7,69
2. Glen Tamburich
CATFISH
bringing it in, or under certain
$50 winner
5441 S. Linder
6 lbs., 12 oz
9,1/69
circumstances, to members of
Bash Tarwater
Chicago, Illinois 60638
$100 winner
East Route 16
the Armed Forces.
Litchfield, Illinois
BLUEGILL
0 lb., 12 oz.
8/30/69
1. R. L. Winstead
The Bureau of Customs is
BLUEGILL
$100 winner
Nebo,
authorized to release a fireoz,
'7
0 lb.,
10,'25/69
1. Anna M. Berry
Kentucky
arm without a permit fr,om IRS
$100 winner
918 Stanley
on seeing proof that the fire
Kentucky
Louisville,
0 lb., 7-'/2 oz.
n7/69
tJe
lir
2. Rudolph Forayt
arm was simply being brought
15 N. Michigan
er
$.5r
back into the U.S by the same
Belleville, Illinois
person who took it out.
•••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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reb-iye instant
'pita! Servici
major cities

INDIANA
Quail (North of Indianapolis) Noy. 10.D•c 21.
Quail (South) Nov. 20-D•c. 31.
Rabbits (North) Nov. 10-Jon. 21.
Rabbits (South) Nov. 20-Jon. 31.
Deer Nov. 10-D•c. 3. (Bucks only).
Pheasants (North Nov. 10.D•c. 21.
Pheasants (South) Nov. 20-Deic. 31.
Grouse Oct. 25-Nov. 15.
(Non-resident hunting license-516. Deer $25.50.

&

•
•

rook

Cfp4444 Si.t9s Rs4441 I
ReSice04ami g Boat Jacia

•
Chicken and Sea Foods
••
- Catfish
Dinners - Short Orders
•
New CONCORD, KENTUCKY,
LOUIE WILLIAMS
PHONIC 436-5496
Owner

I Broasted

2

Gun Deparbnen
•Our New
Is Now Open!

•

All Makes of G

•
•
4••••••
• WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING
U •
1
Ad••••
•
•
•••••!•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••
••
*****
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E.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
lltaid!:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
STOP
•
•
•
•
•
• G AND H MOBILE HOMES
ILL-UP
F
AND
•
•
•
•
•
AT
•
•
•
•
- GUNS and AMMUNITION •Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market •
NEW & USED
•
•
•
•
•
•
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
•
•
i# Sporting i:oods
/0° Zenith TVs
•
HWY 04, ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
•
•
•
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
•
OFFICE Pir 753-6665
•
•
Murray, Ky.
Chestnut Btreet
•
MIDNIGHT
•
•
•
•
Highway 63
Murray, Kentucky •
Hazel Highway
Aurora, Ey.
•
JOHN 0 GROc.AN
GIL. G. HoosON
Phone 753-2571
•
753 29A5
Homr PH 436-5690
•
•

MURRAY HOME I AUTO

1

SUE and
CHARLIE'S

iti11111'11:1

LIBERTY
Super Market

Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies

MARTIN 1

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

1

OIL PRODUCTS

41 4104,•••*********•IltilaP4F•110,0441414,410400,0•1141 .404ktail.reta.WatailsateasIialsaaaaaaattaitee.
•
•4
*11,•••••41alleettliallsesterbtarleilstr•elelavara***********,10,0
•
4.40.41411,4.40••••••••••••••••••••••••40410 reretlats.#4.***4041041040Wietellstk***404.*******
•
•
•
•

•
•

A Friend Of
rday

ino USED CARS

Who Is Pround Of T he

yo MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-56413 *

CAIN tic TAYLOR .
•
GULF SERVICE
ha ao4 Italia Straits
Marray, Latium*,
VIRAL" TAYLOR

•

C. R. OailL

•
•
•

•

Accomplishments OP
Local Sportsmen

•
•

ATTENTION HUNTERS

Conservation
••:
•
•
•
•
•
•

SUSIE:S.CAFE

Harmon Whitnell
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
SUNDAY thru FRIDAY
(Closed 5:30 a.m. Sat. until 530 a m Sunday'

TAYLOR

•

STANDARD
OIL
Bulk Distributor
1155 Pogue Aae

Phase 7113-4462

•
•
•
:

MOTORS
4th•POPLAR

•
•
•
•
•

•
"WEST KENTUCKY'S
•
•
• ' TR ANSPORTATION CENTER"•
•
•
m01'41 2$34Y71

**********•••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••• ••******•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
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word going around the capital.
people involved . ."
tations between militants and
KISS.
— Sen. Marlow W. Cook, 11police, but little sign that there
in KISS concept, which
As
Ky., told his audience he
the
suggesting
was an increase in planned
are
some
strongly favors Clement Hayes- government adopt, stands for
ttacks.
to the
nomination
worth's
stupid."
The reasons for the differthat "keep it simple,
but
Court,
Supreme
ence between the two years?
chances of confirmation dimiMiss Hirsh listed a series of
nish "every time someone
'pet" theories— general prohis opposition."
announces
gress by the poor, a rebuilding
By ARNOLD 13, SAWISLAK spirit in the ghettoes, a more
--WASHINGTON (UPI) — An
There's a new four-letter
restrained attitude by both
urban affairs specialist who set police and news media, realizaBy LEON BURNETT
out to learn why there were tion that the ghettoes suffer
fewer riots this year than last most from riots and finally
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Odds
has concluded that civil disor"luck."
and ends from the nation's
ders are "as hard to explah
One of the strongest theories, capital— mostly odd
when they don't happen
When Richard Nixon moved
she said, was that the residents
when they do,"
of the ghettoes have been into the White House, one of the
Lisa Hirsh, associate editor
preoccupied by such causes as first things he did was to rid
Chronicle, a publication ot organizing community services what's called the Oval Office of
The
Urban America, Inc., wrote Il at schools and supporting black
a
called
be
could
what
the latest issue that the and other minority candidates communication center— Lyndon
answers she got for the for public office.
Johnson's three-screen color
relatively cool summer of 196
television set.
pointed up "the fine line
An elaborate affair: Dark
hostess can help you
between riotology and mytholt
wood cabinet about 15 feet
over the anxiety of getgy."
wide, and remote control with
ting acquainted in new
However, she said federal
buttons to open and clos
and make
surroundings
officials had little doubt that
folding doors, change channels,
you feel at "Home
there was a real reduction. Tie
turn sound off on one, two or
Sweet Pome," again.
Department of Justice, whit
all three sets.
counted 24 riots and 216
She will bring gifts and
Complete with a big fan to
disturbances in all of 1960,
vital information from
dispel all that heat generated
officially recorded only six riots
your neighborhood busielectronics.
by all the
and 127 serious disturbances
ness and civic leaders.
Now it can be reported that
4
perhaps,
Nov,a , in
in tft,ieerh
OLDEST
the first eight months of this
the monster is not going to
Call
VOTER,nation
year. She said department
House
White
waste. A
rar election was David W. DonPhone 753-2378
experts felt the big difference
across it in a storage room, and ley, 101, shown voting in Cowas the movement of violence
1I
It now reposes in the office of lumbus, Ohio. He said no, 19
away from big cities and intc
communiNixon's
Klein—
Herb
voting
is too young for the
smaller communities.
The Most
cations director.
Famous Basket
age, and so did the majority
Miss Hirsh noted that the
--in the World*
of Ohio voters.
Lemberg Center 'ter the stud)
This little news flash also
of violence at Brandeis Univerwashed in on the flood tide of
sity kept a differing count
TRIP "BRAIN" - As- news releases:
violent incidents, counting re. MOON
tronauts' OW the Apollo 12
"Speaking on behalf of the
ports of disturbances involving
Conservative Society of AmeriMoon mission can rely on
schools as well as the general
complex electronic
ca, Kent Courtney, national
community. In 1968, Lembegg this
chairman, stated that the
"brain," called an "eragable
counted 687 disorders and
may be
contraceptive pill
memory stack." It stores
reached 340 ir the first five
atomic
the
than
deadlier
flight plan data for the
1205 Chestnut Street
months of 1969,
guidance com- bomb."
spacecraft's
Miss Hirsh also got somewhat
--plan is
conflicting analyses of the' puter. As the flight
Profundities of the Week:
violence that did take place in changed. old information
— Frank Kingston Smith,
1969. The Justice Department stored in it is erased and president
National
of the
the
On
inserted.
is
data
new
been a
had
there
said
Aviation Trades Association,
it
mission
Moon
11
noticeable increase in sniper Apollo
C,',,' corrections fn Inc., discussing airplane colliand hit-and-run incidents by was used
Open 12:00 a.m.
dons in testimony to the
mid-course, and on the Moon
small groups, usually your
4°1
P°rt2Hca
Trans
takeuff—It's
—liatiWal
ttmding-and
persons. Lemberg's spokesm
dBoar
RCA development:
said there were more confron-

WASHINGTON
WINDOW

The President of the United States is just one of the many guests—who
otherwise have ranged from Truman Capote to George Wallace — to
"The Firing Line" and William F. Buckley Jr., shown here with Mr. Nixon.
the New York congressman, a wry smile, and I sweated for
By MEL HE1MER
FOR THREE seasons now-1 whom he describes as "quick, the rest of the program, trying
the fourth is just beginning —intelligent—and cunning." And to make it worthwhile."
Buckley remembers his mayWilliam F. Buckley Jr. has been Mr. Lowenstein does not come
hosting his "Firing Line" pro- out of the same stall as Buck- oralty drive "with acute pain"
and says he has no plans to run
gram for TViewers from coast ley, politically,
A:ter frequent television ap- for office again. "For one thing,
to coast and the most unusual
aspect of it might be, accord- pearances, the handsome Yale the length of the campaigns in
ing to producer Warren Steibel, man got into his regular week- America, running from April
the undeniable fact that many ly program in the spring of to November, is absurd," he
of his guests with attitudes op- 1966. It was to have begun says. "One can really come to
posed to his have enjoyed them- months earlier, but Buckley's appreciate the English system,
campaign for Mayor of New where an election is called for
selves thoroughly.
"Oh, the fur hitS flown and York City in behalf of the Con- and 28 days later is held."
• • •
the exchanges have been some- servative Party held things up.
"FIRING LINE" is on the air
times sharp," Steibel says "but His' first guest, he recalls—his
even the guests diametrically first guest on the air, although 52 weeks a year and, for an
against Bill's views ended up ad- it wasn't the first one taped— "intellectual" show, has a reasonably high rating of oh,
miring him. For instance, the was Norman Thomas,
"I enjoyed !t, even though around 3 or 4. "We are, I suppoet Allen Ginsberg absolutely
adores him, possibly because Thomas was failing a bit at the pose, remarkably low," he says
Bill allowed him to read one of time," he says, "but ran into with a candid smile, "but we're
his long poems in its entirety." my first TV crisis, or embar- as high as 'Meet the Press' in
• .•
rassment, right off the bat Be- some areas which is someOF COURSE, to those who cause his sight was going, he thing."
He is, according to producer
_ .__:.know Buckley, this isn't a total didn't see my signal that our
• surprise; he has genuine, not su- time was up, and at the time I Steibel, a quick and professional
---perficial charm, and this, added didn't realize his eyes were so'performer, who does the show in
to his quick wit and quicker bad. I finally had to grasp his a maximum of two hours,
mind, made him a little larger arm to get across the message, whether it's being taped in New
than life as men go. Buckley and he was a bit upset by that." York, California, or now and
• • •
then, in Europe. "We take only
himself, while he says he has
OVER the seasons, others a 15-minute break during it—
no farther TV horizons in mind,
says he enjoys doing the show, who have been on "Firing Line" and that's to fix up the tape
"There are different degrees have included President Nixon, machines," Steibel says. "Bill
of satisfaction in it," he notes. Truman Capote, Senator Charles needs only a minute break, per"You come to admire some Percy, George Wallace, Dr. Tim- I sonally."
Buckley himself is not a TV
guests for their affability under othy Leary and Gov. Ronald
fire and stress, others for their Reagan of California. Most of watcher. "I came along too late
ingenuity in coming up with the debates he has enjoyed, but to get the habit," he admits,
answers during a debate and one, with a rather well-known "—although I must admit, for
still others for their just plain disc jockey purporting to repre- the first time in my life I saw
intelligence." Of all the guests sent the youth movement, was Walter Cronkite's CBS news
he has had on "Firing Line," he nearly a disaster. "He said all show the other night .. . and
perhaps has been most ton- he really had to say in four it was wonderful. Perhaps I
pressed by Allard Lowenstein, minutes," Buckley recalls with should watch more often."
Distributed by King Features Syndicate

worth to $83 million worth.
THE HAGUE (UPI)-Dutch Imports of fish products rose
exports of fish products last year last year from 63,500 to 68,000
rase from 173,000 tons to tons, from $27 million to $31.8
181,000 tons, from $76 millior million worth.
Fish story

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Chapeau
4-Servant
8 Parent
(colloq.)
11 -Bristle
12-Otherwise
13-Reverence
14.Parent
(coltoq )
15-Encountered
17-Substance
19 Inmusic.
high

2I-Permit
23-Parcel of land
24-Forrner
Russian ruler
26-The urial
28-Animal coat
31 -Cover
33 Sick
35-Female ruff
36 Babylonian
deity
38-Gave a wavy
appearance to
41 -Indefinite
article
42 Pigpen
44-Spherical body
45-Canine
47-Sow
49-Cloth measure
51 Small children
54 Once around
track
56 Goddess of
healing
58 River island
59 Paleness
62 Small rug
64 Preposition
65 Time gone by
66 Withered
68-Succor
70-Condensed
moisture
71 Golf mounds
72 Before

Crazy World
of
Washington

Linda Adams

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
till/ 6:00 p.m.

by Charles M. Schulz
PEANUTS

WELL, YO*

IS THAT ALL YOU'RE GOING TO SAY?

WON AGAIN

YOU'RE NO FUN TO BEAT,
CHARLIE BROWN. f3EATING YOU
15 LIKE BEATING NOTHING!

1 CADI
w tires,
hone 436968 CHEVRA
i. with bl
'tenor. Tape
ry air and
al car, $27
958.
967 FORD
V-8,
, f
ed in on
aSSee title, $

'7 for Cl
(labile: home
0-2617, J. H
busineSs

967P0
dan,
door

power brakes,
dition, black,
tucky tags, one
2617 for Cly
Jenkins home
753-2817, J. H.
3295
busine
Dwain Taylor

on South 12th.
1982 AUSTIN
. Phone 7
1962 CREVRO
cylinder, stati
shift, overciriv
all 753-1

WANTED: Al
boat, 14 or 16 f

Wall Street
Chatter

Call 436-2280,

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

U000 MM0M
0=0111 00000
OMOMOU ugoomm
00190 0000 000
M00 MCMO 0R00
3M M000 00000
M000 M000
ODOM M000 MU
MOU0 M000 EMU
OMB 0000 0000
M20000 00=30
00003 00000
M000 01300

3,Scottish cap
4-Apportions
5-Man's
nickname
6-Doctrine
7-Transaction
8-Idle chatter
9-Be in debt
10-Through
11 -Quarrel
16-Spanish
article
18-Uppermost Dart
20-Make lace
22-Sewing
implement
25-Fabulous bird
43-Color
'27•High mountain
46 Tibetan
29-Meadow
gazelle
30-Number
32-In favor of
48-Pigeon pea
34-Conducted
50-Citrus fruot
36-Worm
(PI /
37 Devoured52 Name
39 Ange
53 Halt
40-Spec
55 Station

57 Sun god
59-Cushion
60 Mature
61 Female ruff
63 Definite
article
67 Note of scale
69 Teutonic
deity

NEW YORK (UP!) — An
emerging cost-price squeeze,
typical of the end of an
inflationary boom, is hitting the
big companies whose union
labor costs are rising and which
are comparatively inflexible in
their ability to match rising
costs with rising prices, Wright
Advisory Reports said. Neverththe company recomeless
a fully
' continuing
mends
invested position In prime
quality equities in the expectation of high% stock prices next
year andiqmproving corporate
profits by 1971.

The current emphasis on
cutting unnecessary expenses,
.l...X• 1 al 3 *0.4$ 4 3 6 7 00!;',:s 9 10 dismissing "marginal" help and
other business economies, is a
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many new issues "getting their
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The Dines Letter stands by
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20
its predictions "that the fourth
63
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quarter should see a blistering
ielitet
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::::::=
lig 68
65
advance." Any weakness repre6911
WA Mil
sents a splendid opportunity to
70
:4:140„ 71
buy into a essentially bullish
1 Cures
Di tr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.8
market, the firm said. Traders
2 Near
should continue to hold cash
and buy into selected issues,
while investors should prepare
to make long-term commitments soon, the firm added.
--The Dow is important, Spear
Corns To
& Staff says, as an indicator of
the market climate and, as
such, "an anchor to which to
tie buying and selling policy,"
but the market is in a period
end Try trur
where "the selection of individual stocks is the all-important
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
objective." A close watch also
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAK'
should be kept our such factors
contrasting earnings reports,
as
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
big-block trading, fast trading
7 Days a Week
6 &JIM. to 10 p.m.
action and, sudden governtnen—
J. C. GallImors
—
tal moves affecting a wide
spertrum of industries.
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WITH THE LIKES 0' ME,

IT COULD BE WHAT I PouRED

INTER MY 41/LLET-- BUT
THE REST 0' YOU ARE
COLD SOBER!!

AND WE'RE SURE wE
SEE SOMETHING FLOATING
.UP THERE IN THE SKY.

4**14'"„

AND NONE 0' EM'S GOT

Trilalte,6

,,,,...474 1
‘..it.
rt#

I CHECKED WITH THE ARMY,
THE NAvY
THE AIR FORCE -ANY AIRCRAFT FLYING
AROUND THESE
PARTS"

-
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THEN, 8LARST /T,
IT'S GOT T' BE A ;SNUOCER;
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Tired of Your Chcn Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

olyeste
ibergl
afety
Lux

a

IT'S

BARISARIC!!

MARCE1
—A

HOR

4111•10e

MEAT
et Mte..

YOU FOL

i

check on I

Corn
Our
***

MBER 8. 1969
ad the capital,
which
the
iggesting
it, stands for
tupid."

'011C opt.

OE SEVEN
THE LEDGER

&

TIMES

—MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ary,SWITfreee

NOTICE

kitRent;Fne

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTnn

APPLICANTS TO FIR FOLLOWING
POSITIONS IN NEW PLANT
Plant Engineer
- WANTED

help

you

ety of get:ed in new
and make
t "Home
" again.
g gifts and
ition from
-hood busiic leaders.

(engineering degree preferred)

Plant Accountant
(accounting degree preferred)

Industrial Electrician
Apply To;

CELOTEX CORPORATION
Paris, Tenn. 36242 - Phone 642-1230
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

Adams
753-23711

AUTOS POE SALE
1 CADILLAC DevWe sedan,
w tires, perfect condition.
hone 436-2323.
N-8-C
968 CHEVROLET Caprice. Ma• • with black vinyl roof and
tenor. Tape player, radio, fee
ry air and double power. LI>
al car, $2700.00. Phone 753958.
N-13-P

957 FORD Fairlane 4-door se-

NDAY

)n

Schulz
RI GMT.,.

NOTICE

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
Made Fresh ()ally
IN SACKS OR BULK

SHROAT'S

V-8, automatic, power
• , factory ger condition,
MEAT MARKET
ed in on new Impala, Ten109 North 5th
essee title, $1675.00. Call 753tfc
'1 for Clyde Steele, Charlie
ins home 753-7218 business
*2617, J. H. Nix home 753HILP WANTED
business 753-2617, at Dwain
Oar Chevrolet, Inc., on South CURB HOP wanted.
Night shift,
N-11-C 5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male or
967 PONTIAC Executive 4- female. Apply in person to Dartseam, power steeling, Castle, Chestnut Street. No
TFC
power brakes, factory air- con- phone calls please.
dition, black, $1775.00, Kentucky itags, one owner. Call 753- WANTED: Woman for weekly
2617 for Clyde Steele, Charlie housecleaning and ironing.
Call
Jenkins home 753-7218 business 753-6719 after 5 p. in.
Refer733-2617, J. H. Nix, home 753- ences required.
N-10-C
3395
business 753-2617, at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., WANTED: Waitress at Tom's
on South 12th.
N-11-C Pizza Palace. Call or come by
Tom's Pizza Palace after 12:00
1962 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 MK DOW.
N-8-C
-11-C
WANTED. Part-time or full962 CHEVROLET Biscayne, 6- time route man. Inquire at
cylinder, station wagon, straight Boone's Laundry &
Cleaners.
shirt, overdrive, air condition
N-114
*all 753-1729 after 5 p. in.
N-11-C
WANTED: Women to do alterations. Call 7534542 or 753-8868,
N-8-C
WANTED TO BUY
FULL-TIME employment DOW
WANTED: Aluminum fishing available at the Palace Drive
boat, 14 or 16 ft. Under $100.00. In. Apply in person, Palace
Cal/ 436-2280.
N-10-P Drive In, Five Points.
TFC

Owners Moving Out of Town
116 Acre Rich Farm With Improvements
Ford Tractor & Personal Property
Near Ky. Lake
REAL BSTATII POE !NUJ,
UNUSUAL and different. A
three-bedroom brick and stone.
Just completed with many new
features of the building industry. Full basement, fonnal dining room, two and one-hall
baths, fireplace in the family
room with rustic finish, recreation room, double garage. Large
sun deck with electric grill for
your outdoor living pleasure.
City school district. Let us show
you this outstanding home.
ONE OF THE finest homes in
the Murray area. A 4-bedroom
brick, 1% story Colonial on a
beautiful 2% acre lot. This out.
standing home has all the features you would want. Very
tastefully decorated and well
planned. Can be bought for
much less than its replacement
value.
UNIQUELY STYLED 3-bedroom
brick with formal dining room,
2 bath roams, beautiful kitchen
cabinets, double garage. Located in the city school district.
See us for details and make a
bid on this excellent buy.
QUALITY constructed 3-bedroom frame in Keeneland Subdivision. Very spacious famay
room and kitchen with all appliances. Carpeted throughout,
1% baths. This house is one
year old and has been kept like
new. Owner has moved from
Murray. Immediate possession.
Priced right—make us a bid.
A WELL designed exterior and
interior 3-bedroom brick with
2 large baths. Fireplace in the
family mom, built-in appliances
in kitchen, double garage plus
storage area.'Blacktop driveway.
Located in city school district.
Price greatly reduced. Possession with deed.

NOTICE

OPEN NOW!!
THE NEW ...

OWEN FOOD MARKET

16 mi. NE of l'a.ria, 12 mi. SE of Murray, Ky., 4 mi. itoin
New Concord, Ky. From Murray take Hwy. 121 S. about
mi. to Wisehart Grocery, see auction sign, turn right
miles to sale.
and follow auction arrows about
ibis 116 •Cf• rich level farm Isas long frontage on County
Road and Blacktop Road thru property. 70 acres in high state
of cultivation, now sown in Lespedeza and permanent pasture,
46
in timber, 1.7 A. Tobacco Base. Watered by riser, 2
good wells and large spring. Partially fenced and some crossnew
fencing. Improvements includes nice remodeled home
roomsl situated on • shady lawn with 2 large pecan trees,
house, large stock barn, garage, shop, smokehouse,
chicken house and other outbuildings.
This ideal Cattle farm is known as the Lon Caesar farm-Ownan are Mr. and Mn. A. B. Dohon.
Terms: Cash. Make your own financial arrangements prior to
saJe.
Porernal Property: Ford Tractor, (..r. Picker and some
furniture.

1VE ANDERSON

- at -

Realty and Auction Co.

1407 West Main Street

1604 8th AVL, S., Nashville, Tenn.

New Store Hours: 7 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Open Sunday for Your Shopping

AUTOS FOR SALE

Convenience
nlOc

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

WANTED
FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK
Pipe Fitters
Welders
Electricians
Apply To

CELOTEX CORPORATION

1968 BUICK Wildcat 4-door
hardtop, cream with a black
vinyl top, power steering, power brakes, automatic transmission, factory air-condition, 30,000 miles, one owner, new car
trade in, sold new by Taylor
Chevrolet-Buick, Inc., in Fulton, Tennessee title, six-way
power seats, $2975.00. Call 7532617 for Clyde Steele; Charlie
Jenkins, home 753-7218, business 753-2617; .7. H. Nix home
3-3395, business 753,2617, at
I .•• Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
South 12th.
N-11-C
1968 Imp.A.LA Custom 2-door
hardtop, y-8, atwerglide, oneowner, traded irs,?n new Chevrolet, Kentucky tags, gold outside with a black vinyl top,
mileage 14786. This car was
bought new in Fulton from
Taylor Chevrolet Buick, Inc.
Snare has never been down.
8=5.00. Call 753-2617 for Clyde Steele; Charlie Jenkins home
753-7218, business 753-2617; J.
H. Nix home 753-3395, business
753-2617, at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on South 12th.
N-11-C

TEXAS OIL

No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates

A. Z. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502

Earn While You Learn!

kCEL

RSE
AT

bur Ho
Bete!

inn
- r

olyester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
fety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
oiggc•
inow

=NYE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION

UNIVERSAL C.I.T. CREDIT
Corporation

Our Selection. of Fine Used Car& t

254-8375

Member: Realtors, State & National Auctioneers Assn.

Black Top
Paving

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i k,

sz5.00

FREE

3-BEDROOM frame in very good
Paris, Tenn. 38242 - Phone 642-1230
condition. Carpets and drapes,
fireplace, central air-conditionAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
ing. Also a real nice 20' x 60'
building with a garage, centrally heated. Ideal for almost any
kind of home workshop. Let us
show you this place and make
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
us an offer. Owner has moved
PROFESSIONAL
re si den t.
from Murray and is very anx.
I L painting. Brush, roll, spray.
sous to sell.
CHEVROLET
1968
pick-up,
References. Free
estimates.
long-wide bed, 6-cylinder, standJUST OUTSIDE the city -lb:nits, Phone 753-3486.
N-25-C
ard transmission, red, Kentucky
a finished- full basement with
tags, $1675.00. Call 753-2617 for
3 bedrooms, bath room, and a FOR YOUR home remodeling,
COMPANY
carport. Also, a 3-car garage additions and repairs. Free estiClyde Steele, Charlie Jenkins,
NEEDS MAN OVER 40
perfect for an auto repair Or mates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
home 753-7218 business 753clew u shop
2617, J. H. Nix, home 753-3395,
U Traveling Representative
WILL
CONTRACT
new
houses.
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre
write. A. F. Dickerson, Pres. business 753-2617, at Dwain Tayon a blacktop road located a- General repair work and addilor Chevrolet, Inc., on South
Southwestern Petroleum
bout 2 miles from Murray. Car tions. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
12th.
N-11-C
peted, air-conditioned, and at- WILL TAKE few selected horses
Corp.
1967
CHEVROLET
van
with
tached garage. Just $9,000.
for training. Boarding facilities
5314 N. Main
windows all around, powerglide,
6-ROOM frame house and 5 and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
Ft. Worth, Texas
Kentucky tags, blue $1275.00.
acres. 3 bedrooms, frieplace, telephone 753-6977.
Dec.4-C
Call 753-2617 for Clyde Steele,
electric
heat, air-conditioned. On
NOTICE
NOTICE
Charlie Jenkins home 753-7218
blacktop road about 1 mile from WILL KEEP elderly man in in
business 753-2617, J. H. Nix
home, room and board with
New Concord
nursing care. Phone 753-6541
REAL ESTATE FOE SALE home 753-3395, business 753190 ACRE farm near New Con2617, at Dwain Taylor Chevrocord. Well fenced, new pump
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage. let, Inc., on South 12th. N-11-C
and well. Excellent cattle farm.
Level lots, some with trees.
Located adjacent to a lake deOaks Club Road. Country Club 1966 FORD Galaxie 4-door sedan, V-8, automatic, factory air
velopment.
Ezates, telephone 753-6977.
condition, power steering, KenCOMMERCIAL building, 40' x
Dec.-9-C
tucky tags, white, $1475.00. Call
60', and lot. Excellent location
THREE-BEDROOM brick in city 753-2617 for Clyde Steele, Char
in the Five Points area. Near
school district with all the ex- lie Jenkins home 753-7218 busMSU campus. Contact us for detras. Would consider a trade. iness 753-2617, J. H. Nix home
tails.
Phone 753-4516.
N-11-C 753-3395 business 753-2617, at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., on
WE HAVE many extra good
South 12th.
buys in houses as well as woodN-11-C
DevelopKr.STUCKY LAKE
*41111Now -IOW. ANEW sellEllese sallgew
ed lots. Financing avialable for
ran"
ment: 150 acres. Owners have
qualified buyers. Come by our
other interest and will make 4962 BEL-AIR Chevrolet, 4-door
office at 502 Maple Street or
standard
6-cylinder,
very liberal terms or contract sedan,
call us at any time to discuss
agreement. This project needs transmission, one owner, KendENIED• -es
details. This is an excellent time
a pusher. A great chance to tucky tags, white, $575.00. Call
contact:
to buy. We appreciate your
have your own lake Subdivision. 753-2617 for Clyde Steele, Charmess.
Call or write Tom Pritchett, lie Jenkins home 753-7218 busiTUCKER REALTY & I
4109 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, ness 753-2617, J. H. Nix home
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Tenrsessoe, 37215 (297-6548). 753-3395 business 753-2617, at
Kentucky,
Phone
753-4342.
N-8-C Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
Home phones: Donald R. Tuck
N-11-4
on South lath.
er, 753-5020; Bobby G. Gro
DUPLEX, new, brick, threewagon,
station
OPEL
753-4978; W. Paul Dailey, Jr
1968
4bedroom. In city school district.
Between 8:00 a.m.
753-8702.
$1575.00.
Call
white
speed,
753Extra
bedroom
master
large
and 5:00 p.m.
N-1
with carpet throughout. No city 2617 for Clyde Steele, Charlie
117c
Jenkins home 753-7218 business
tax 753-6202 after 5 p. m.
HN-11-C 753-2617, J. H. Nix home 7533395 business 753-2617, at Dwain
LOST & FOUND
Taylor Chevrolet. Inc., on South
12th.
N-11-C
NOTICE
LOST, strayed or stolen; black
NOTICE
and white part Beagle dog. If
VOLKSWAGEN. Good
1963
found phone 753-3589.
N-8.13
condition. Phone 753-3085.
N-11
LOST: Near city park, male
Sealpoint Siamese, wearing flea
collar and orange collar with
FOE RENT
ID tag. Phone 753-7770. N-8-C
Full salary while enrolled In our Management
SIX-ROOM unfurnished apart.
LOST: Brown and white PointTraining program, directly related to an appointmeat, air-conditioned. carpeted.
er puppy. If found phone 753ment as Branch Manager.
Call 753-8175.
N-11-C
N-10-C
8870.
so
No
Experience
Required
EFFICIENCY apartment. Phone
LOST: In vicinity of Coles
Po Some College Preferred
.753-8555.
N-8-C
Camp Ground to Hickory Grove
is• High School Graduate Considered
Church, a black, white face heiTWO-BEDROOM unfurnished aYOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to
re" Top Employee Benefits
fer approximately 500 lbs. Notipartment. Phone 753-5079.
•
fy L. D. Miller 753-5595 or A. B
check on the price of these tires!
N-8-C
Good
future
with
nation's
largest
753-8897.
N-11-C
Tabors
emillins 411111111a 41111111a 411111111P
independent finance company.
COMMERCIAL building across
from Belk's in Paris, Tenn.
Age 21-35. Apply in person. Evening interview
'Write P. 0. Box 96, Paris, Tenn.
NOTICE
arranged.
All inquiries confidential.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
N-14-C
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
M.-Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-11-C
Dine dung caper
*WANTED: Land to farm on
\ I \I;AAKER,
Sweden
Corner of Sixth & Main
Phone 753-5862
shares or wages. Contact Vin(FPO Someone stole ai ton of
312
East
Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
Jung bought
the ‘'ingaaker
s°n Tractor Ca Murray, Ky.
Phone 247-5611
N-11commUllity_ fur,the public flower
s. •
lwds.

VAFT-BILTTIRE

1:00 P.M.

Nov. 14

Fri.

NOTICE

*****************

1 Capp

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SOLUTE AN
UC IO

THROW THE

Vicion

SATURDAY — NOVEMBER 8. 1969

by

NOTICE

*CARPET*
CLEANING
For The Home
Or
Place Of Business
— ALSO —
Floor Stripping
And
Rewaxing
For Free Estimate
Call 7531660
H 1TC

SPACIOUS BRICK HOME on
sloping lot in Westwood. It is
fully carpeted, beautifully dec
orated interior, and has central
heat and air, 3 bedrooms, living room, den, kitchen, dining
area, 2 ceramic tiled baths,
utility, large storage and carport. Let us show you this
above average home.
REAL DEVELOPMENT Property and or cattle fn at regular farmland price, plus replacement cost of stock barn
and facilities; 3,000 ft. blacktop
frontage, in one of our county's
best sections.
1600 RYAN AVENUE. A nice
frame 3-bedroom home with aluminum siding, new roof, storm
doors and windows, carport and
large backyard. Neer university
and other schools. Good property to rent or live in.
NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK in
Puryear, Tenn., with living
room, kithcen-dining area, large
bath, utility and carport, on
nice level lot, one block east
of Highway 641. Priced to sell,
only $13,000 with financing
available to qualified buyer.
5-ROOM FRAME home near
school, in Aliso. Has tub bath
with shower, built-in cabinets,
new roof and garage. Priced only $6,000.
100 ACRES-3 miles northeast
of Murray, on Van Cleave Road.
This is part of land known as
Rogers Farm.
13% ACRES with 3-bedroom
brick home, one mile west of
Coldwater. A nice place to live,
and present owner has won a
number of awards on show
horses from this farm.
FINE 92 ACRE FARM with 4mom house, on biacktop road
south of New Providence. AU
sowed down and woven wire
fenced. Priced only $285 per
am-e, which is ikell below prices
-at which similar property recently sold in same community.
108 ACRE FARM with approximately half bottom land and in
cultivation. Has 2 horns, one
acre dark tobacoo base; 14 acre
corn base; located on blacktop
road. Priced only $125 per acre.
TWO AND ONE-HALF Acres
near Ky. Lake. Good building
site with 265 ft. frontage on
blacktop rood (Ky 732), near
junction with Faxon-Newburgh
Rd. Full price $1.200.

GET
ATTENTION
More
Classified Ads
on
Page 8

NOTICE

158 ACRES near Crossland,
Tenn. 120 acres cleared with
90 acres in permanent pasture.
2 houses and 2 wells. Priced
$160 acre, with 1/3 down and
terms on balance.
COMMERCIAL Lots on So. 4th
Street, in fast growing conunerclot section, at original introductory prices if bought immediately.
BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick
home in city school district. Call
us for details.
TO BUY—see us. TO SELL—
list with us.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
and Maple Streets. Office phone,
753-7333. Homer phones: Fulton
Young, 753-4946; R. B. Patterson, 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson,
753-1534.
N-10-C
NOTICE

FOR SALE OR LEASE
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
TWO NEW DUPLEX APARTMENTS
• Transferable loans on each building.
• Two bedrooms, kitchen, living room, large bath with
washer and dryer connections in each apartment.
• Carpet throughout. • Central heat & air-conditioning.
• Built-in range. • Located on large lots near campus.
Call or See: Gene Steely, Building Contractor
Southside Shopping Center
Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-7850
n8p

NOTICE

NuTiLa

WANTED INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Duplexes, rooming house or multi-unit rental proper
ties near university. Attractive investment possible
with local or personal financing. Write Box 32-M,
care of Ledger & Times, supply full details.
nI0(

NOTICE

NOTICE

Be A Part of the Action . . .

Join the Band
SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON RENTAL OR PURCHASE
OF BAND INSTRUMENTS!

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753 7575
"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"

PAGE EIGHT
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Quotes From The News Rollback Law
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Intolerable,
KEA Head

LEDGER

&

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 8. 1.1)

Calloway County
Edges Hickman

CHICAGO - Judge Julius J. Hoffman, explaining his decision
not to grant bail for Bobby Seale, a member of the "Chicago
Eight" whose conspiracy case has been declared a mistrial:
"His shouting in open court, his insulting characterizations
of the presiding judge, of the U.S. Attorney, of the Assistant
Death is so permanent. WanUS. Attorney and of the U.S. marshals to me means he is a
past few weeks I have
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (ENS) - in the
CLINTON, Ky, - The Cello- attempt to tie the game.
onnife's closest friencs
dangerous man. If he is a dangerous man, as I have ruled, it
some
lost
Kentucky's so-called rollback
way County 1.4kers built up a
Jimmy Lassiter and Darrell
down that avenue. Even though
would be a gross error for him to be freed pending appeal."
law, enacted in 1965 to circum
third-quarter Wad and then held Cleaver tied for the scoring honeminent,
it
inside
hurts
that
is
vent a Court of Appeals ruling
off a determined last-second ef- ors for the Lakers with 14 points
EAST LANSING, Mich. -- Michigan State University acting that the Constitution requires when you realize that another fort by the Hickman County
hand has passed beyond you:
president Zoltan Ferency, addressing a rally before nine students 100 percent assessment of proever shaking it again. I recL11 Falcons for a 58-56 victory here apiece. Dennis Sears chipped in
embarked on a 574-mile "run for peace" through 16 campuses perty, not only is eating away
13 points.
the first death and burial I Friday night.
FOR SALE
at the percent of local support
FOR SALS
enroute to Wa.shingtor.:
Hickman County, behind by
For the Falcons, Fay Jordan
ever
saw
as
vividly
as
if
it
hap"We are not hard core dissidents or anarchists or impudent for 'schools but also is causing pened yesterday. My Grandfath- two points with 20 seconds left had 17 points with Roy McKen- CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner
portable
SYLVANIA
snobs. We are honorable and patriotic Americans who have some districts to lose money er Kennerly lived just acron to play, got off a shot but failed dree and Isaac Childress each
you ever used, sa easy too. Get Phone 762-3842.
they would otherwise collect,
it
nle-10
1
reached a difficult conclusion about the war."
the Tennessee River and we to connect. The Falcons had an- collecting 11 points.
MUMelectric
Blue Lustre. Rent
according to the president of
were there when the man next other chance with two seconds to
At the free throw line, t h e pooer $1. Big K.
N-8-C GOOD 8 x 7 FT. garage overthe KEA.
door ciied after a lingering sick. go but also failed on their final Lakers hit on 16 out of 35 while
WASHINGTON - Rep. William S. Moorehead, D.-Pa.. comhead door. Reasonable Bilbrey's
Dr. Kenneth Estes, Kentucky
J-50
Gibson
Hickman County connected on GUITAR for sale.
menting upon the Defense Department's action in firing A. Education Association (KEA) ness of consumption (tubercuCar & Home Supply, 210 East
flat top. Teo years old. Nice, Main. Phone 753-5617.
20 out of 30.
N-10-C
Ernest Fitzgerald. the man who first revealed the amount by president, calls the situation losis). It was before I had long
753-8124. N-11-C
pants and kid-like, I got as
linkman Co.
13 Se 36 56 $225.00. Phone
which the cost of the giant C5A jet transport had exceeded ex- "intolerable" and says the 1970
Calloway
Co
15
31
46
56
close to everything as possible
CALLOWAY (ND-Lassiter 14. Cleavpectations, and replacing him with an auditor who worked in- General Assembly cannot ignore
USED MATTRESS, 54' x 74'. ALLLS-CHALMERS model 72
(Continued From Page Onsi)
er 14. Sears 13, Rushing 10, Roney 4.
the need for corrective legislaGood condition. Will sell cheap. combine. Used two seasons. A4
Doran
directly for Lockheed:
3
remembered that they ther to help the members know
It
is
HICKMAN (56)-4ordan 17, 24cRen• Phone 753-8752.
N-11-C condition. Two reels or would
"I am outraged by the self-righteousness of an administra- tion.
11. Children 11. lvy S. Estee 7,
closed his eyes and placed a one another.
• dr**
FASHION English Shep- trade for cattle. Phone 489-2892
Edwards 1.
OLD
tion that would purport to fire a man for economy reasons who
each
meant
was
silver
money
over
"The rollback law
piece of
The room count was taken
herd male dog, 11 months old. after 4:00 p. in.
N-10-P
is the hero who unearthed the $2 billion overrun of Lockheed to be a stopgap measure, not a to hold the lids in place, and for the most mothers present
Black with ring neck, make ex.
and replace him with a man who is a partner in the firm that permanent freeze on local tied a piece of sheeting mater and was won by Mrs. Janice Payoff crop
oellent pet for children. Phone SMITH & WESSON 357 Magnum
school-tax funds," says Estes, ial under his jaws and over ha Stubblefield's third grade.
audits Lockheed."
TOPEKA,
N-8-P Highway Patrolman. Like
Kan. (UPI)- 753-5787.
new.
Corps
his
mouth
closed.
director of the Teacher
head to keep
Mrs. Pauline Buchanan, pro- Kansas' most valuable crop is
N-13-C
at Western Kentucky Univer- Four men were asked to set gram chairman, introduced the wheat.
extra Phone 753-8592.
trailer,
CAMPER
x
15'
8'
Quality characteristics of
sity in Bowling Green.
poplar planks to make a burial guest speaker, Mrs. Marsha
of wheat such as weight per nice inside and out. Licensed THREE WHITE Toy male Pood"This outmoded law has made box. I'll never know why they Dale, a public health nurse from
bushel, percentage of protein, and ready for the road, 8775.00. les, $35.00 each. Phone 753a mockery of the Court of Ap- had to have poplar, but they the Calloway County Health DeN-8-P 1862.
753-5787.
(Continued From Page One)
strength
N-10-C
of gluten and amount Phone
peals ruling by converting for- were dressed and fitted with partment, who also showed a
of
dockage
range
determine
its
Hotpoint
value. EXTRA NICE
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